Today's News - September 8, 2003

We lose a design maven and benefactress. -- ArcSpace brings us lots of news from Denmark (much of it from Holmen, Copenhagen's emerging waterfront). -- Neatly the second anniversary of 9/11, it's inevitable news, reviews, and interviews will proliferate. -- Building revolutionary art schools in Havana. -- Student competition offers architecture for the future in "overgrown and overcrowded" Dhaka where there is "a scarcity of conscious workers dealing with architecture." -- Global warming: not a good forecast for U.K. office buildings. -- A "grim" tower in London's future? -- St. Louis museum takes a chance on a young architect, and it looks like they have a winner. -- A first-class look for a secondhand store. -- Reviving a Baltimore treasure revives a neighborhood. -- Cutting-edge school design can give students an academic edge. -- Harvard housing complex causes apoplexy. -- Seattle City Hall disappoints. -- Gehry clashes with critic (and so articulate).

Obituary: Judith Arango, 75, Design Expert Who Favored the Functional - New York Times

- News from Denmark: Nouvel, Hadid, Maya Lin, Vandkunsten, Libeskind, khras architects, Kasper Salto, Lauritz de Thurah, Niemeyer, Uzbin, and...
- Retrospective: Verner Panton - Vision & Play, Danish Design Centre, Copenhagen
- Coop Himmelb(l)au Final design phase, North Jutland House of Music, Aalborg, Denmark
- Henning Larsens Tegnestue: Under construction: Opera House, Copenhagen
- Søren Robert Lund Architects: Netbureau Araneum Headquarters, Building 90, Copenhagen
- Tegnestuen Vandkunsten: Torpedo Hall Apartments, Copenhagen

Rebuilding, Two Years Later: A look at where we are, issue by issue - Daniel Libeskind; David Childs/Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Santiago Calatrava - Gotham Gazette

Public Building: Architecture has become a matter of public discussion as it never has been before - Daniel Libeskind; David Childs/Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Santiago Calatrava - New York Times

Trade center architect aims to protect his vision - Daniel Libeskind (AP) - NY Newsday

All drawn up with no place to go: Prize-winning memorial to the region's Sept. 11 victims languishes - Ian F. Taberner - Rochester Democrat and Chronicle

ASLA Security Design Radio Tour Tuesday, September 9 - Leonard J. Hopper, FASLA, Chief Landscape Architect for the New York City Housing Authority (broadcast schedule): American Society of Landscape Architects (ASLA)

No more bets: Castro had a vision: get the casinos out of Havana and build revolutionary art schools instead. Forty years on, they're almost finished. By Jonathan Glancey - Ricardo Porro; Roberto Gottardi; Vittorio Garatti - Guardian (UK)

Cry for sunlight and open spaces: Architecture for the future...student design competition exhibition - Daily Star (Bangladesh)

Global warming could make 70% of [U.K.] offices unusable in summer by 2030 - Building (UK)

Tate neighbours' image of a toweringly grim future: "It is like putting a skyscraper next to the Eiffel Tower..." - Philip Gumuchdjian [image] - Guardian (UK)

Contemporary Art Museum St. Louis...took a chance on a young architect - Brad Cloepfil/Allied Works Architecture - St. Louis Post-Dispatch

Goodwill's new glow: Architects give Austin secondhand store a first-class look - By Jeanne Claire van Ryzin - TeamHaas Architects [slide show] - Austin American-Statesman

A dramatic vision: Partly reborn, partly brand new, Baltimore's Hippodrome Theatre plays a leading role in the revitalization of the city's west side. - Thomas Lamb; Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer Associates - Baltimore Sun

Utah school buildings get cutting edge design - Valentina Crane Brunjes Oryon; Giles Stransky Brem and Smith [image] - Salt Lake Tribune

Harvard housing complex lacks the sharpness of its site: ...many expressions of outrage over a new building. By Robert Campbell - Machado and Silvetti - Boston Globe

Confusion trumps beauty at Seattle's new City Hall: It's a shame because there are some beautiful moments. By Sheri Olson, AIA - Bohlin Cywinski Jackson/Bassetti Architects [images]- Seattle Post-Intelligencer

Gehry Lashes Out at Reporter: clashed with design critic Sam Hall Kaplan over a July column - Los Angeles Downtown News
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